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Other examples of wireless technology include GPS units, Garage door openers or garage doors, wireless computer
mice, keyboards and Headset (audio).

Wireless Technologies could be satellite links or Radio communication The value added to a network by
nature of connecting more devices to it, is summarized in 'Metcalf's law. It then seems reasonable that
eliminating physical constraints to connecting to a network would provide value by allowing more devices to
be connected to a network regardless of physical location Wireless power has been pushed aside in the past by
researchers due to the fact that there was not a large market for a system like this. Researchers have not yet
agreed on a standard term for student response systems. Introduction 3 2. The Bluetooth short â€” range
wireless specification,  The only obstacle is the time it takes to advance the technology to become wireless. As
of today, more and more devices are starting to use the Wi-Fi technology like laptops, Smartphones, and other
media devices This can be a burden for small organizations that do not have a large information technology IT
staff to keep them updated with the latest technologies Cisco,  It allows the transfer of messages between
people that are on the other side of the world. It has a lot of scope for usage from networking to pairing
devices, it provides a wireless connections According Taube , Apple was valued at  Wireless technology gives
people the chance to get up from their stationary computer, or cord phone and able to freely move without
restrictions. Unfortunately, security is often overlooked when connecting wirelessly. Wireless Technology -
Wireless Technology Wireless technology is a booming business that is finding far reaching benefits on a
global level. Wi-Fi is used to create local area network, or wireless hotspots, or even home area network. In
wired environments, timing and reliability are well catered for by fieldbus systems which are a mature
technology designed to enable communication between digital controllers and the sensors and actuators
interfacing to a physical process. Their networks are indispensable providing the means for mobility, city-wide
Internet connectivity, distributed sensing and outdoor computing [10]. However, authenticating visiting users
by a foreign network results in some security concerns Seventy three percent of teachers found the lectures to
be informative Optical wireless communication OWC , which uses an ultra-wide range of unregulated
spectrum, has emerged as a promising solution to overcome the RF spectrum crisis. Once grasping these
technologies and standards, anyone can implement a wireless network in their home. According to sources
from BI Intelligence and Apple, the iPhone sells plenty of units, but sales growth is not what it once was in the
smartphone market Ballve,  Our society has progressed to the point to where we can no longer function
without this technology. This will include the different types of Wireless technologies and how they will make
transmitting data easier or harder than ever. Business, travel, and everyday life now are dependant on wireless
technology. These will be the questions I will pose in this paper. Globally, the wireless field is expanding and
both people and business are beginning to heavily depend on its services all over the world We present a
method based on using the full two-dimensional radiation profile as observed on the ground. It was developed
to be used for mobile computer devices such as laptops and in Local Area Networks. Microstrip antennas
suffer from a biggest drawback of narrow bandwidth and this can be improved by a technique called aperture
coupling and further by stacking of antennas without increase in surface area of antenna. Summary 7 6. It is
also required for devices using Bluetooth, remote controls, Wi-Fi; really any electrical devices that
communicate via a wireless or wired channel [1] People can utilize and surf the Internet with computers e.
Americans alone harbor ,, working mobile phones, compared to the ,, of actual residing people in the US
population Wikipedia. The identification process and the various components involved in the transmission,
identification and receiving of the radio waves are discussed


